Zac Posen has made his mark in fashion with his glamorous eveningwear. Now, as Matthew Hague reports, the New Yorker – and Interior Design Show guest – has set his sights on lifestyle-guru status.

Zac Posen
designer

IDEAS FOR WATER TO WATERFRONT

URBAN SENSORY

At the IDEAS FOR WATER TO WATERFRONT symposium, designer Zac Posen offers an inside look into how he was a fashion do one minute, a fashion don't the next), so maybe he’s trying to capitalize on the celebrity-chef trend. At the kung pao shrimp cooking demo, he quickly clarified that he was coming up with their own creative custom panel that he was promoting.

**Surfaces Trend:** Small Touch. From Taste. This project offers an inside look into what the future might hold for five cities (Shanghai, New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Honolulu). Taking into consideration factors such as potential energy, ecology, climate, transit and food scenarios, five world-renowned New York might get bright, Los Angeles quieter and Shanghai spicier.

**Through Jan. 26 at the Utpspace Gallery (401 Richmond St. E.)**

**EXPERIENCES OF AFFORDABILITY TOgetherness and economy are not mutually exclusive.** A win-win situation helps people live an affordable, healthy lifestyle.

**Through Jan. 10 at the Institute without Boundaries (230 Richmond St. E.).**

**ECO-DESIGN SYMPOSIUM**

With the eco-consumer unifying all around us, the understanding of design has never been more important. Architects, engineers, designers and marketing specialists share knowledge about what smart solutions are and how to succeed in designing a product that can positively and directly interact with human lives.

**Jan. 19 at 6:00 pm at the Bailey [2] Kohn Atrium | Tickets Available.”

**For more information, visit designdiscover.org.
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**Zac Posen and Monogram**

**Have ‘everything’ of HOME**

**Another creative chameleon**

**Zac Posen isn’t the only multi-layerness person to make a splash this fashion season. The Interior Show (IDS), which runs from Jan. 17 to 20 in Toronto, is the place to see the latest in interior design.**

**Ahmir Khalid Thompson (better known as Questlove), the drummer, DJ, producer and musical director for The Tonight Show, will headline The Globe and Mail’s Jan. 19 program, which coincides with the launch of his latest endeavor, Creative House: Thompson, who penned the culinary compendium, “Cooking From the Inside Out,” is focusing on the food allergy community.**

**At IDS, Globe lifestyle editor Mary Saldiek will moderate a discussion between him and his Creative House business partner Adam Sandrow and Question and Answer will be on site the day afterward to sign copies of his bestselling book “Cooking From the Inside Out.” For more information, visit interiordesignshow.com.”

**Andrew Sardone**